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Abstract—The ability to identify the author responsible for a given software object is critical for many research studies and for enhancing software transparency and accountability. However, as opposed to other application markets like Apple’s iOS App Store, attribution in the Android ecosystem is known to be hard. Prior research has leveraged market metadata and signing certificates to identify software authors, without questioning the validity and accuracy of these attribution signals. However, Android application (app) authors can, either intentionally or by mistake, hide their true identity due to: (1) the lack of policy enforcement by markets to ensure the accuracy and correctness of the information disclosed by developers in their market profiles during the app release process, and (2) the use of self-signed certificates for signing apps instead of certificates issued by trusted CAs.

In this paper, we perform the first empirical analysis of the availability, volatility and overall aptness of publicly available market and app metadata for author attribution in Android markets. To that end, we analyze a dataset of over 2.5 million market entries and apps extracted from five Android markets for over two years. Our results show that widely used attribution signals are often missing from market profiles and that they change over time. We also invalidate the general belief about the validity of signing certificates for author attribution. For instance, we find that apps from different authors share signing certificates due to the proliferation of app building frameworks and software factories. Finally, we introduce the concept of an attribution graph and we apply it to evaluate the validity of existing attribution signals on the Google Play Store. Our results confirm that the lack of control over publicly available signals can confuse automatic attribution processes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Automatic software attribution is the process of matching a piece of software to its author without human intervention. This concept has gained attention in the research community as it is critical for large-scale software analysis, platform measurements, security and threat analysis, transparency, and regulatory enforcement [1]–[12]. Every software platform implements different attribution mechanisms. Windows relies on a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) that provides authenticity guarantees about the organization offering the software through the use of X.509 certificates issued by trusted Certificate Authorities (CAs) [13]–[15]. In the case of iOS, apps must be signed with a developer certificate issued by Apple [16], [17]. These certificates are part of Apple’s developer program, which involves the verification of developers’ legal identity [16], [17].

The Android ecosystem implements laxer attribution mechanism, regardless of the app market. During the development and publication process of apps, developers can disclose attribution data both during the app signing process and on their market profile (e.g., developer name, email and website) [18]. This information is self-declared by the developer and is not endorsed nor validated by a trusted authority: Even the cryptographic signing certificates can be self-signed [19]. While other software platforms also distribute software under potentially unverified, self-declared attribution data, their PKI ensures some form of control by the platform operator which is absent in the Android ecosystem. To complicate things further, the diversity of publication policies across Android app markets translates into a lack of a robust market-wide attribution mechanisms [6], [20]. This state of affairs impedes external actors, such as researchers and regulators (and, possibly, the market operators themselves) from automatically studying developer practices, enhancing software accountability, or effectively detecting harmful, cloned and deceptive apps across markets [1], [21]–[25]. As a result, end users are potential victims of impersonation attacks, such as repackaged malware [22] or phishing attacks [26], which may also have a negative impact on the revenue streams and reputation of legitimate developers.

Prior research has relied on self-declared data, such as the app certificate [3], [6], [10], [20], [22], [27]–[36], app name [3], [31], [36], [37], the package name [20], [32], [38], or market metadata [3], [9], [7], [8], [10], [36]–[40] for author attribution. In some cases, authors combined multiple signals hoping to increase their strength. However, none of these approaches have been sufficiently validated and the general attribution problem remains poorly understood by the community. This paper fills this knowledge gap in the Android ecosystem by assessing the validity of publicly available metadata and app certificates as attribution signals. Specifically, we answer the following research questions:

RQ1. How available and volatile are attribution signals on Android markets?

RQ2. How consistent are attribution signals within apps, within markets and across them?

RQ3. How is the Google Play Store affected by the lack of signal availability and consistency?
To address these questions, we follow an empirical approach using large-scale, real-world data, and discuss the implications of these measurements. First, we review the Android app signing process and the policies defined by different markets to report app authors (§2). Our findings inform the definition of a set of attribution signals (§3) that we use to conduct a large-scale measurement on a dataset containing 2.5M sets of signals and 1.4M apps (the difference between both figures is due to the same app being distributed across different markets). Second, we gather app and market metadata (when available) from five Android app markets between December 2019 and October 2021 (§4). The resulting dataset constitutes the basis of our study, whose main contributions are:

- We empirically study the factors that impact accurate author attribution at the app and market levels, both within and across Android markets (§5). We measure and demonstrate that the use of market metadata and signing certificates as attribution signals is unsound due to the inaccuracy, volatility, and incompleteness of the data (RQ1).
- We introduce the notion of an attribution graph (§6) to study signal consistency. By applying this concept to our datasets, we observe that attribution signals often conflict with each other both at the app-level (same author using different signals in different apps) and across market (same app using different signals in different markets). These conflict impede the accurate identification of app authors (RQ2).
- We conduct a case study of the Google Play Store (§7). We demonstrate that the Google Play Store’s vetting process is unable to detect forged metadata during the publication process despite its strict publication policies. Our work reveals that (1) the belief that the signing certificate relates to a single company is invalid; and (2) even a combination of several signals is insufficient for sound attribution in the Google Play Store (RQ3).

We conclude with a discussion of the scientific, operational, and regulatory implications of our findings. We argue that the lack of supervision over Android apps’ release and signing process not only hinders both software transparency and accountability, but also impedes developer-oriented measurement studies. We believe that effective platform control is necessary to solve the predicament of attribution on Android, e.g., by moving away from self-signed certificates and introducing a trusted authority (§8).

**Code and data.** To foster reproducibility and further research, we provide both the source code of our crawler (§11) and the app and market metadata (§12) to the community.

## 2 Background

Both the software development and the release processes implemented by every Android market involve multiple parties. We note that the **owner** or **author** entity which is accountable for the product can be different than the entity (or entities) that took part in its development —*i.e.*, the **developer**, which could be a software factory—; and the one releasing it on a market (*i.e.*, the **publisher**). Each of these stakeholders can leave their own fingerprint in the software and market presence, which can translate into incongruous signals that confuse the attribution process. Therefore, we define author attribution as follows:

**Definition 1 (Attribution).** Author attribution is the ability to determine which company is behind a given app and is thus accountable for this product.

The following example illustrates the challenges behind Android app attribution. In the app “Punk Music Radio,” the app’s certificate is signed by “Andromo App” (a development framework) and the developer name on the Google Play Store is a company called “Yottabyte Enterprise Mobile.” The package name of the app (com.andromo.dev271569.app366038) also points to Andromo. However, the privacy policy (http://turtelfarmboost.simplesite.com/421262547) is a broken website hosted on a domain unrelated to any of these two companies. Given these mixed and contradicting signals, *how can we know which company is liable for this app?* More generally, *is it possible to automatically and accurately identify the authors of Android apps at market scale?* Even though there are legitimate use cases for introducing ambiguous attribution signals, if this ambiguity is allowed without oversight, when it is not communicated to the end user properly, or it hinders the ability for accurate attribution by analysts, it potentially becomes problematic.

The remainder of this section explains the development and signing process (§2.1) and how publication of the Android app through a market (§2.2) can influence attribution.

### 2.1 Android App Signing Process

Android apps are distributed as Android Package (APK) files through app markets such as Google Play, Huawei or Tencent. In order to provide integrity (*i.e.*, to prevent tampering of the content of the APK) and authenticity (*i.e.*, to prove the identity of the author), each package must be cryptographically signed [19]. Google’s official policy states: “the certificate associates the APK […] to you and your corresponding private key. This helps Android ensure that any future updates to your app are authentic and come from the original author” [43]. Therefore, the signing certificate supposedly plays a vital role as an indication of authorship.

Android’s signature scheme has been revised over time. For the sake of backward compatibility, APKs may be signed using one or more signature schemes. Most crucially, signing certificates typically are self-signed (99% according to one study on over 1M apps conducted in 2014 [1]). Yet, in contrast to Windows [14] and macOS/iOS [16, 44], Android lacks a trusted authority that confirms the validity and veracity of the certificates.

The Google Play Store also introduced new features with a direct impact on the signing process and the ability to identify the entity accountable for an app. Since 2017, it offers “Play App Signing” as a way to protect signing keys from being lost or compromised by allowing app authors to delegate the key management and signing process to the market. This service further constrains the already limited function of the signing certificate as an indicator of authorship, since these apps might be signed by Google itself and not by the actual app author. In fact, since August 2021, Google requires all new apps to be published as app bundles, which are essentially built and optimized by the Play Store and,
consequently, forces this signature delegation [45]. In this case, authors can use self-signed certificates for “inspection by developers and end users, who want to ensure that code they’re running matches the code that was originally built and signed by the app developer” [46].

Alternative Android markets implement their own (typically less restrictive) policies. For example, developers should upload an already-signed APK to APKMonk [47], Baidu [48] or APKMirror [49].

### 2.2 Market Metadata & Policies

Once signed, authors can publish their apps on one or several markets. Most markets, with the exception of Baidu [48], use the app package name for indexing apps. Google’s documentation stresses the importance of the package name as an attribution signal and recommends following the Java package naming convention (i.e., “use Internet domain ownership as the basis for package names (in reverse), to avoid conflicts with other developers” [54]).

App markets allow authors to disclose data about their app (e.g., its description and category) and themselves (e.g., name and contact information) in their market profiles. However, publishing policies and profile metadata are not consistent across markets as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, the markets’ terms of services (ToS) might set policies that can influence author attribution. Specifically, they often contain explicit policies to prohibit impersonating other authors or distributing malicious software and clones. For example, Google’s Developer Program Policies [55] prohibit misrepresentation and impersonation of other apps and developers [56, 57]. These restrictions also apply to the market metadata, such as the developer name, title and screenshots. However, it is unclear if markets enforce these policies so the accuracy of this data depends on the authors’ will to honor the platforms’ best practices and guidelines.

Out of the markets that we study, only Tencent requires proof of identification for registration, but only for Chinese citizens, residents, or companies. On the other hand, F-Droid is an app store that distributes over 1,200 community-sourced, free and open source apps [58]. The app submission process involves submitting the app source code as an issue to F-Droid’s GitLab platform [59] but the vetting process is semi-automated: apps that include trackers or request over-privileged permissions are flagged to be manually analyzed by community members to verify legitimacy. Once approved for publication, the app is packaged and signed by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher info</th>
<th>Google Play</th>
<th>APKMonk</th>
<th>Tencent</th>
<th>Baidu</th>
<th>APKMirror</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-malware</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-clones</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False identity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference to policy</td>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>[53]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 Attribution Signals

A thorough analysis of (i) Google’s official documentation; (ii) prior research in this area (see 3.1); and (iii) the app signing and release policies across five Android markets, allowed us to identify four attribution signals: (a) the package name, (b) the app name, (c) developer details from market profiles; and (d) the signing certificate. However, the availability of these signals across markets is not consistent as we show in Table 2, with the exception of the signing certificate, which is mandatory for any Android app.

**Package name.** The package name serves as the unique (string) identifier of an app for the Android OS. All markets use the package name as a unique and visible identifier, or as an internal identifier, meaning that its value has to be unique per app within each market, and should follow Android’s naming convention described in §2. One example of an app correctly following this naming convention is Facebook (com.facebook.katana). However, since this convention is not enforced, many apps introduce their own naming schemes as in the case of those built with Andromo’s development platform (e.g., {com.net}.andromo.dev<dev_id>.app<app_id>).

**App name.** In some cases, the app name can be considered an attribution signal itself (e.g., Facebook). However, it is not very robust as this field might neither be directly connected with its author nor be unique (e.g., consider generic names such as “Music Player”). Despite its weakness, we include this signal in our analysis to assess its validity and consistency since it can be extracted either from the apps’ market profile or from their manifest file.

**Developer details.** Authors publishing apps on Android app markets are identified by a developer name and, depending on the market, they can also disclose contact information such as an email address, a website, or their physical address. Additionally, they can provide a privacy policy URL which must contain legal and contact information of the author as required by current legislation [59–62]. Therefore, the value of market developer data for attribution purposes

1. Apps with the same package name can be published in a game and non-game category.
depends on the accuracy of the data disclosed by the author. Moreover, its validity varies depending on the intended usage—specifically, on whether it is used to attribute two apps published on the same market (i.e., intra-market attribution), or across markets (i.e., inter-market attribution) to the same author.

**Signing certificate.** Since the private key associated with the certificate is supposedly kept secret by its owner, there is a general belief that two apps signed by the same certificate belong to the same author. Each X.509 certificate contains a **subject** field, which indicates the owner of the certificate, and an **issuer**, which serves as an indication of the entity that provided the certificate to the owner. However, the subject and issuer field in self-signed certificates are the same and this information is filled in arbitrarily by the party creating the certificate. In addition, for apps that delegate their signing process (see §2.1), all certificates generated by each platform share the same subject field.

### 3.1 Attribution Challenges in Prior Research

Researchers have used the signing certificate, market metadata or a combination of both for attribution. However, no prior study has analyzed the pitfalls of such attribution techniques and how their accuracy could compromise the interpretability and validity of results. Only the limitations of signature-based attribution have been reported in prior work. An empirical analysis by Barrera et al. [27] on the security aspects of Android app sandboxing relied on certificates and app information as a proxy for authorship. They showed that malicious actors often create multiple self-signed certificates to prevent link-ability and keep their identity anonymous. Similarly, Oltrugge et al. [32] showed that app building frameworks, which automate app development and distribution, invalidate the assumption that apps with the same certificate belong to the same company.

A particularly relevant line of research are market-level measurements and cross-market comparative analysis [8], [12], [39]. All of these studies relied on attribution signals such as the developer’s name to link apps authors across markets. Wang et al. [3]–[7] used market-level metadata and certificate information to track authors across Chinese app markets and the Google Play Store. More recent efforts analyzed the Android supply chain and firmware-level customizations, also faced attribution challenges [28], [35], [63]. Specifically, Gamba et al. reported that many preloaded apps are signed with Debug certificates (thus violating Google policies) or with vague subjects such as “Android,” thus impeding attribution [35].

The security and privacy community has also used app-level information for attribution purposes [20], [29], [64]–[66]. A crucial aspect in security research is the ability to responsibly disclose vulnerabilities. As most authors often rely on market metadata (i.e., developer address or privacy policies) to contact app developers [49], [67], the correctness of developer information is critical for accountability. However, due to the inability to access accurate contact information easily, researchers often opt to disclose their findings to market operators like Google instead [68], [69]. In other cases, researchers disclose a vulnerability in Android itself to Google directly [70] and could use developer information to inform affected app developers.

![Timeline of collected market entries for a given package name and market](image)

**Fig. 1:** Timeline of collected market entries for a given package name and market ($\square$=first crawl, $\square$=second crawl). The longitudinal analysis investigates the differences between $e_0$ and $e_4$, whereas the other analyses consider $e_0$ only.

### 4 Dataset

We use a custom-built Scrapy crawler [71] to download APKs and their corresponding app metadata (when available) from five markets (see Table 2): Google Play Store, APKMonk [72], APKMirror (an aggregator of apps published in other markets [73]), and two markets with a large user base in Asia: Baidu [74] and Tencent [75]. We refer to the full set of signals extracted from each app listing in a market as a **market entry**.

**Crawling strategy.** We kickstarted each market crawl with a seed of all unique package names from AndroZoo [76], totalling about 5M package names. Since AndroZoo does not link APK files with the associated market metadata, we crawled the apps and metadata separately. We opportunistically explore the six markets by following links to similar or recommended apps shown in a given app’s profile page. Similar crawling strategies have proven effective in prior work [6], [27]. We deployed the crawler on two separate occasions (using the same 5M apps as a seed) between December 2019 and October 2021 to (1) discover newly published apps, and (2) collect new version of market entries for a subset of apps. We extended our crawler between the two crawling windows to collect the developer address from Google Play. We relied on twelve HTTP proxies located in two EU countries to parallelize the crawling.

**Dataset statistics.** Table 3 provides an overview of our dataset. The first crawl represents a snapshot of apps collected between December 2019 and May 2021. The second crawl represents the snapshot of apps collected between June 2021 and October 2021. These two snapshots give us a longitudinal perspective of attribution challenges in Android markets. Overall, we crawled metadata for 1.36M different package names across all markets and 1.45M unique APK files (as identified by their SHA-256 file hash), covered by a total of 2.49M market entries. We cannot evaluate the coverage of our crawler due to the inability to know the markets’ full catalogue. The discrepancy between the number of market entries and APKs crawled across markets can be attributed to artifacts such as rate limiting, timeouts, geo-restrictions, and other errors when downloading the APKs. Even though we used multiple IP addresses for the crawler, we were unable to crawl APKMirror at scale, as it lies behind CloudFlare’s DDoS protection system. Still, for Google Play, we collected 1.40M market entries with 804k unique apps out of the estimated 2.65M available at the time of writing [78].

**Longitudinal analysis.** Performing a longitudinal analysis requires us to handle both different versions of apps and changes in their market profiles. Table 5 reports the overlap of package names across markets for our two crawling campaigns. The overlap varies from market to market due to
app removals and our best-effort crawling strategy: we note that some packages were unlisted from the stores between crawls. Still, the second crawls for APKMonk and Google Play contain 19% and 27% of the apps collected in the first one, respectively. While apps and market metadata are frequently updated, these changes might occur at different times, i.e., not every market listing for a given package name results in a different APK file. This phenomenon explains the mismatch between app package names and APKs in Table 3. In order to conduct our longitudinal analysis in such a variable scenario (§5 and §7), we use the latest collected market entry except for our longitudinal analysis (§5.2), in which we consider the earliest entry from the first crawl and the latest from the second for each app (see Figure 1).

## 5 Analysis of Attribution Signals

Each Android app market defines its own policies and enforcement mechanisms for publishing apps (§2). Yet, all attribution signals are self-declared by the author or developer of the software, thus they could be missing or misleading. Moreover, attribution data is not necessarily persistent. The Android ecosystem is highly dynamic with frequent company acquisitions, re-brandings, and new apps and versions being released regularly [66], [79], as well as short-lived impersonifications (App-Squatting) [80]. As a result, attribution data might not be consistently updated, thus leading to confusion. In this section, we measure the availability and volatility of attribution signals across markets in order to reason about their validity and coverage, answering RQ1.

### 5.1 Signal Availability

As a first step, we empirically measure to what extent individual attribution signals are missing on apps across markets. This preliminary analysis is critical to assess the enforcement of market-specific publication policies and then to reason about their individual validity. Later in §5.2 and §7, we analyze combinations of signal values and how the soundness of such approaches is negatively impacted when markets fail to provide signal values for published apps.

For this analysis, we consider the latest version for each app (per market listing) in our dataset. Table 4 shows the percentage of unique package names for which there are missing signals, across all markets in our entire dataset. For market entries from Google Play, several signals were not collected for the full data collection period and we report (§4) those results as a percentage of packages collected after we started collecting them.

**Market metadata.** Nearly all market entries collected across the markets are published under a developer name. Of the eight app entries on Google Play without a developer name, only one (br.com.mksolutions.mksac.redebr) remains listed at the time of writing. More significant, however, is the extent to which developer websites (34%), developer addresses (44%), and privacy policy URLs (18%) are missing from Google Play profiles, and the extent of signal absence on the rest of the markets. The contact information is clearly not seen as a necessity for app publication on the Play Store, neither by Google nor the developers.

**Signing certificates.** When looking at the signing certificates’ subject, we find that relative distinguished name (RDN) components are missing for a significant fraction of unique market entries, ranging from 7% for the common names on Google Play to 39% of the state missing on APKMonk. In Android, the RDNs do not serve any purpose on the Play Store, neither by Google nor the developers.

### 5.2 Signal Volatility

We measure volatility of market metadata and signing certificates by monitoring changes across the two dataset snapshots as described in §3. We select the earliest entry from the first snapshot and its latest entry from the second snapshot (see Figure 1). Overall, we observe that the coverage of package names varies widely across markets, ranging from less than 1% for Tencent, Baidu and APKMirror to 27% for APKMonk. We report the results for the three low-coverage markets, but note that the results are not representative for the market as a whole. Table 5 shows the results for the signals collected in both crawls.
Market metadata. All markets allow app and developer names of published apps to change: the app name volatility ranges from 0.9% of package names on both APKMonk to 7.9% of package names on Baidu. The volatility of the developer name ranges from 0.6% on APKMonk to 18.8% on Tencent. For the signals captured on Google Play only (i.e., the developer website, email address, and privacy policy URL) we see a volatility of 1.7%, 1.0%, and 1.6%, respectively.

Notable cases of highly volatile signals include the app ‘Electronic Dance Music Radio’ and the developer ‘Cube Apps Ltd’ who underwent six and four name changes over the course of our measurement setup respectively. Note that these results do not include cases in which signal values differed during the measurement period but ended up with their original values. A manual inspection suggests that such cases occur only sporadically and nearly all of these identified cases consist of a single change that was reverted.

Changing the information under which an app is published has its legitimate use cases, but our results suggest that volatility should be considered as a potential issue in research studies. Conclusions drawn from signals at a certain point in time may not hold at a later stage for a given body of package names.

Signing certificates. Signing certificates are volatile too: 58% of all apps in our dataset are signed with multiple certificate schemes (such as v1, v2, v3). Specifically, 23.1% of the apps are signed with v3 certificates, hence allowing certificate rotation (the number rises to 29.1% on Google Play). The certificate percentages in Table 5 represent the fraction of package names that added a new certificate to the APK or completely changed certificates across their market entries. The latter can contain re-published apps by either their original or by a completely different author. The self-signed nature of the signature does not allow us to differentiate between these two cases due to the lack of a ground truth. For example, our dataset contains two market entries for package name “ua.iread.android” on Google Play, published under a different developer name (“<pineconeapps>” and “xl-games”) and different app names (“Learn to read for kids free” and its seemingly Ukrainian translation). The different developer names do not provide any confidence that both apps were published by the same organization.

We also find apps from different authors that have a signature that suggests the delegation of the signing process to Google through “Play App Signing”. However, the lack of ground truth prevents us from certifying whether the app was signed by the Play Store or the publisher just created a signature with the same subject information as the Play Store’s. We find that this happens in all markets, ranging from less than 1% of package files on Baidu to 16.0% on APKMonk and 32.4% on Google Play itself. These exclude apps signed by certificates with a similar subject to the Google Play’s default subject field (e.g., the developer ‘Yippity Doo LLC’ publishing an app using a certificate with “Google” and “Cupid” as the subject organization and common name, instead of “Google Inc.” as the common name used by the Play Store for their certificates), which are apps published under bogus certificates. Without analyzing additional signals extracted from the APK, this ambiguity affects the soundness of studies into signing delegation.

RQ1: How available and volatile are attribution signals on Android markets? Our empirical results highlight that the developer contact signals are relatively unreliable for attribution, either because they are not available at all or, in the case of Google Play, often missing. The developer name – besides the app name and package name – is essentially the one reliably available signal in app markets. The lack of imposed and enforced restrictions on the (self-signed) certificates is visible in the fraction of RDNs that are missing across signing certificates. Furthermore, whereas certificate remain relatively stable over time, market signals tend to be more volatile.

6 Signal Consistency

Beside the availability and volatility of individual signals, their self-declared nature and lack of market enforcement directly affects their consistency. The signals associated with an app published by a given developer in a given market (and across markets) may conflict with one another, thus potentially impacting attribution efforts. By evaluating these conflicts, we answer RQ2 in this section.

6.1 Attribution Graph

We introduce the novel concept of attribution graph to study and measure signal consistency at the app level (6.2), within markets (6.3) and across markets (6.4).
We observe cases in which one name is a substring of the other (e.g., “racing lap timer & stopwatch”—“laptimer”, “localisinfinpackend”—“wifi location service”), but also cases in which both names appear to be completely unrelated (e.g., “marshmallow adventure”—“flappy candy” or “filebox”—“myfaves”). The package name and app icon of “marshmallow adventure” reveals that the app was previously promoted under the name in the app manifest as a clone of the well-known Flappy Bird app, whereas the origin of “myfaves” is unclear. Our findings confirm the belief that relying on its name to identify an app (as users tend to do) can lead to the installation of undesired apps. We also show the potential applications of attribution graphs to detect clone apps.

6.3 Signal Consistency Within Markets

We now assess signal consistency within a given market from an author perspective, i.e., the extent to which the same signals are used across all apps by a publisher. The company developing an app can be different to the app’s author and even to the company publishing it (see §2). Still, signal consistency is critical for researchers, users, and regulators to correctly and unambiguously attribute authorship.

We evaluate the consistency by measuring the re-use of signals by a particular publisher, as well as across publishers, focusing on those signals available on most markets: the app name, the developer name (per market metadata), and the signing certificate. Since these signals are not all available on Baidu, we exclude it from the analysis.

First, we evaluate the degree to which certificates are uniquely used by a single publisher. We analyze our attribution graph, identifying all developer name nodes that are connected to a particular certificate fingerprint node, which represents the number of developer names publishing apps signed with this certificate. We find that a relatively small number of certificates on the markets are used across multiple developer names (ranging from 1.2% on Google Play to 4.9% on Tencent). However, these certificates are used to sign a large fraction of market entries (ranging from 15.2% on Google Play to 22.6% on Tencent). Some of these market entries are associated to apps from the same developer that are published under different developer names (e.g., international subsidiaries, business units, or development teams), but most cases are associated with app building frameworks like Andromo or AppyPie. These development frameworks offer software authors mechanisms for outsourcing the app building process either through automatic app creation techniques, or by developing the app for the publisher. The final app, however, is signed directly by the app building framework. These artifacts result in many unrelated apps sharing the same signing certificate. We study app building frameworks further in §7.2.

We also quantify the opposite aspect: the number of certificate fingerprint nodes connected to a developer name which measures the number of certificates used by the developer to sign their apps. We find that it is common practice for authors to release apps with more than one certificate: the percentage of developer accounts of apps signed with multiple certificates ranges from 9.3% for APKMirror to 44.5% for Google Play, and affect 34.2% and 66.1% of market...
entries on the two markets, respectively. If two apps by the same developer operate fully independent, there is currently no incentive for a developer to publish them under the same certificate.

Using the same method, we also group market entries by app name and count the number of apps published under more than one developer name. We find that the percentage of listings that share their app name with another listing but are published by different developers varies from 0% on APKMirror to 3.4% on APKMonk. A notable example on Google Play is the app name Messages, which has been published under 25 different package names, with Google’s version being the most popular one with more than 1B downloads.

**Google Play.** We direct our efforts towards analyzing those attribution signals that are only consistently available on Google Play: the developer website, the privacy policy URLs, and developer email. There is a relatively low correlation between the developer name and other developer-related signals: 26.3% of developer names publish apps with more than one website, 23.7% with multiple email addresses, and 31.2% with multiple privacy policies. The latter is an expected outcome, as two apps by the same developer can collect different types of personal data and hence may have a different privacy policy. Note that the automatic analysis of the privacy policies to extract attribution information is an orthogonal research challenge [87–89]. The extent to which email addresses and websites differ is more surprising. The developer “Rad3 Limited” published two apps “Wakachangi GO” and “Smales Farm” under the email and websites “contact@wakachingi.com” and “http://www.wakachingi.com/”, and “mark@smalesfarm.co.nz” and “https://smalesfarm.co.nz”). These findings show that contact information is in some cases app-related and not developer-related.

We further examine the distribution of package names published under a particular signal value shown in Figure 3 as a complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF). The figure shows that for each signal type, there are outliers of signals under which a large volume of apps have been published. These cases – which include the aforementioned Messages app name – highlight the inability of relying on a single signal for sound attribution.

### 6.4 Signal Consistency Across Markets

An app’s package name uniquely identifies an app within the Android OS and within markets. However, the association of the unique package name with a particular app might not prevail from market to market since a market operator can only enforce this policy on their own market.

Signal inconsistency across markets has implications in research efforts trying to compare the catalogue of markets and developer publishing and release strategies: the package name can be unreliable for identifying unique apps across markets. Hypothetically, two different entities sharing the same package name might publish an app each under the same developer name but on two different markets. The signals would suggest the same underlying developer even though this is not the case, thus leading the user to install a different app (with a different behavior) depending on the market where it is downloaded. This is also important for researchers, as the market of origin becomes a relevant variable when mining repositories and reasoning about the data and measurement results, or when studying market catalogues and their risks for the end users. In other words, measurements on Google Play might not extrapolate to other markets, or cross-market datasets might be polluted by unrelated apps.

We calculate the number of apps (by package name) listed on more than one market to measure how inconsistent attribution signals are across markets. Out of the total 1,355,186 unique package names present in our dataset, 158,735 (11.71%) have been published on multiple markets. We compare the certificate nodes in the attribution graph used to sign apps across markets sharing a package name. Figure 4 shows the percentage of these apps per market pairs that are signed by the same certificate on both markets. Notably, APKMonk and Google Play have a full overlap. This suggests that APKMonk operates as a mirror of Google Play. The overlap between Baidu and the western markets is relatively poor (between 82% and 90%), which raises the question whether market entries that share a package name are the same app and are published by the same author.

For apps co-published on both Google Play and another market, we see that between the percentage of apps signed by a Google certificate (as identified by its subject) on the alternative market ranges between 2.4% and 24.3% for Baidu and Tencent respectively. Those are apps that are likely to have first been published on the Play Store, after which their signed APKs were published on the other market as recommended by Google [90]. As such, Google Play’s signing policy does not only affect their own market, but has also started to impact on attribution of apps across markets at the certificate level.

In a similar fashion as the certificates, we compute the percentage of package names published under the same app name between market pairs (i.e., every possible combination of two markets). We run this analysis only for those app names sharing the same alphabet to avoid noise caused by language differences. We observe that there are significant differences in the app names depending on the origin of the market. We find that Chinese markets depict a relatively higher overlap of app names. 77.0% of package names published on a pair of Chinese markets are published under the same app name. The percentage is even higher for pairs of Western markets (91.7%). However, the percentage is much lower for those package names published across a Western and a Chinese market (52.7%).
Similarly, we compute these percentages for the developer name. We exclude Baidu from this analysis since this market does not report developer names (§4). Across Western markets, package names are published under the same developer name in 92.2% of the cases, and only 66.5% across Tencent and Western markets. We find examples of apps in which the developer name is related across markets (e.g., “naver webtoon corp.” and “webtoon entertainment”), while others are completely unrelated (e.g., “gomo limited” and “go launcher den team”). Possible explanations for the disparity between Chinese and Western signal values include more rampant app repackaging, publication of apps under a subsidiary (or different) company or poor practises of synchronizing metadata on markets across regions. However, these hypothesis are difficult to validate with our dataset.

RQ2: How consistent are attribution signals within apps, within markets and across them? We identified a significant lack of overlap between app names declared in the app’s manifest and the published app name. We find both a significant duplicate signal usage between developer accounts (e.g., identical certificates and app names used to publish app from different developer accounts) and multiple signal usage by a single developer account within markets (e.g., publishing apps under different certificates or email addresses). Moreover, our results highlight the challenge of tracking authorship across markets, due to their package names being published under different app names and - perhaps more importantly - different certificates. This problem is magnified by tracking package names across Western and Chinese markets.

7 Case Study: Google Play Store

Our results in §4 and §6 confirm that publicly available attribution signals are unsound and can lead to confusion. Other signals available in market profiles, such as the developer website or their email address could improve attribution, but these signals are only reliably available on Google Play. The absence of these signals in most alternative markets not only harms attribution of app authors (i.e., transparency), but also automatic and large-scale accountability and comparative market analysis. For example, users might not be able to easily find the author’s contact information about the company prior to installation in order to decide whether to trust or not the developer, or even exercise their data rights in case they need to. Similarly, researchers might not be able to responsibly disclose vulnerabilities without contact details.

In this section, we set out to answer RQ3: We focus our analysis explicitly on the Google Play Store, as (1) it is the official and most prevalent Android marketplace [91]; (2) it is the richest in attribution signals at the market level; and (3) Google Play has a significant number of publication policies (§2.2) that implicitly or explicitly affect attribution.

7.1 Enforcement of Publication Policies

We start by investigating the enforcement of Google Play’s publication policies through different experiments involving the publication of potentially deceptive apps on Google Play. Particularly, we focus on those policies and recommendations related to attribution signals. According to Google’s documentation, each app submitted to Google Play goes through an automated vetting process that flags an app for manual inspection if it is found to contain suspicious behaviors [92]. As impersonation and tampering are explicitly prohibited (§2.2), apps violating these policies can be expected to be rejected by the market. The primary goal of our experiment is to confirm this hypothesis and assess the robustness of Google Play’s vetting process to detect and prevent the publication of apps that attempt to impersonate or tamper with other apps or developer profiles. In doing so, we also shed light onto the fidelity of the attribution signals available in the market.

For each experiment, we compiled and attempted to publish a repackaged and completely benign app that includes partially fake developer information. We chose two open source apps with licenses that allow their redistribution to avoid infringing on any intellectual property rights. Namely, we leverage Open Sudoku [93], a game with a moderate number of downloads (10,000+), and the Signal Private Messenger [94], a popular privacy-focused messenger, with more than 100 million downloads as of March 2022. Specifically, we tested whether Google Play (1) conducts any code similarity analysis between new and existing apps; (2) evaluates the similarities between market signals; and (3) carries out a more exhaustive vetting if the affected app has a high profile (i.e., a larger number of downloads). We released each app under a new developer account to prevent apps from being rejected based on developer reputation.

Ethical Considerations. We took several steps to ensure that our experiments would cause no harm to users or to the platform itself. We received approval from our institutional ethical review board before conducting the experiments. We note that our intention is not measuring whether users install clone apps but whether these apps get flagged during the review process. All apps that we published for this experiment display a notification to the users, clearly stating that they are part of a research project and they are not the original one. Additionally, this notification redirected users to the original apps and advised them to uninstall our clone. Furthermore, we did not collect any personal information about the users that installed our apps. Finally, we removed the apps from the Play Store after our experiments to prevent any confusion. Our experiment might have affected the
platform, though we consider the impact to be negligible. Since all apps go through an automatic vetting process when published, and with an estimated 100k apps published monthly, the overhead of two apps is minimal. There are over 3 million apps publicly available on the Google Play Store, so the release of three apps (i.e., one app was released on two different occasions) will not affect any potential measurement or research conducted on the whole spectrum of the Google Play Store in any meaningful way. Thus, we estimate the benefits of understanding the vetting process of the Google Play Store and its shortcomings to be far greater than the potential overhead of publicly releasing two apps.

**Experiment #1: Code similarity.** Performing any code similarity for every new app submission might be too computationally expensive given the scale of the market, even excluding different app versions. To test if Google Play performs such a heavy-weight analysis, we released an unmodified clone of the Open Sudoku app, with all the market signals completely modified. This app was accepted for publication, suggesting that the Play Store vetting process does not perform code-level analysis. We left the app on the market for three months before removing it ourselves.

**Experiment #2: Metadata similarity.** Google Play’s Developer Program Policy specifically prohibits impersonation, and publishing an app with highly similar market signals should therefore be prohibited. We released another clone of Open Sudoku, this time with signals that were equal to the original apps whenever possible, or highly similar when not (i.e., the package name and the developer name). We used org.moire.attribution.opensudoku instead of the original org.moire.opensudoku package name, and we re-used the original name of the developer without tildes. The Play Store accepted the app, which shows that impersonation is still possible despite the official policy. We left the app on the market for three months before removing it ourselves.

**Experiment #3: Protection of high-profile apps.** We hypothesize that Google Play prioritizes the protection of popular or high-profile apps. To test this hypothesis, we release a clone of the Signal Private Messenger with all the attribution signals resembling the original app as closely as possible. The Play Store rejected our first clone of the app for violating the impersonation policy, specifically referring to the app’s name. We note that in a subsequent submission, they reported issues with re-using the app’s icon. Compared to the previous experiments, these rejections suggest that the Play Store is indeed prioritizing selected, high-profile apps. Ultimately, our cloned app seemed to have become part of a manual vetting process. Just like the original, it contained a PayPal donation link which went against the store policies of only using Google’s payment system for in-app purchases. These links were attached as screenshots to our rejection, which likely did not come from an automatic process. Meanwhile, the original app removed the PayPal payment in the app.

Our results indicate that the mechanisms currently in place to enforce publication policies on Google Play are not perfect and that self-reported market signals are not trustworthy for attribution purposes, particularly for non-popular apps.

### 7.2 Multiple Signal Attribution Graphs

As shown in §6.3, attribution signals tend to correlate poorly with each other on Google Play. In this section, we explore the soundness and validity of using a combination of signals for attribution. We rely on our previously defined attribution graph to represent the dataset as a graph. This large attribution graph consists of connected components, or clusters, that we can consider to be associated with a particular author entity. While we acknowledge that there might be a legitimate reason for one company to have more than one value for its metadata (e.g., different departments or subsidiaries), this reduces the attribution power of observed signals and makes it hard to group all apps belonging to the same owner.

The resulting graph contains 158,879 clusters for 804,041 market entries. We find that 76,054 (9.5%) market entries are isolated in their own cluster, and that the largest cluster comprises 288,218 (35.8%) market entries. Furthermore, 5,277 (3.3%) clusters are fully consistent (i.e., all apps in these non-isolated clusters are published with the same signals, except for the app name), indicating that the majority of the clusters contain ambiguous information. Whereas most APKs are signed with a single certificate, we find 38 and 52 apps signed with two or three certificates, respectively. In these cases, the app signed by multiple certificates can bridge two, otherwise disconnected, apps with each other.

**Node centrality.** The size of the one large cluster suggests that a naive attribution graph creation can lead to substantial over-attribution. To identify the signal causing this over-attribution, we compute the betweenness centrality of each signal, a metric expressing the fraction of the shortest paths in the graph going through a particular node. Our intuition is that the most central node must be key for connecting vertices in the graph that would otherwise not be connected, and therefore is a likely cause for over-attribution. When looking at the centrality value of nodes, we see that the vast majority have a centrality close to zero. There are, nonetheless, a few outliers exhibiting a relatively high centrality.

By investigating highly-central signals, we find patterns that make attribution challenging. App names are not unique on the Play Store, thereby making it difficult to differentiate between apps sharing a name. Examples include BMI Calculator (published 87 times by 86 different developer names), Flashlight (published 153 times by 149 developer names) and Music Play (published 113 times by 110 developer names). We also observe that the highest centrality corresponds to a set of highly prevalent signing certificates. Relying on the subject information, we manually analyze the top 10 companies (by centrality of the certificate) and observe that all are related to frameworks or companies that build apps for others. The signal with the highest centrality is a certificate associated with Andromo, which is used to sign 19,096 apps. As previously mentioned, Andromo is an app development framework to build apps based on pre-existing components that are all signed by the same certificate and are ready to submit for publication on the market. Andromo does not mention this signing practice in their terms of service, and in fact recommends against enrolling for
signing delegation to the Play Store [100]. Apps built with Andromo have been published under 1,712 different developer names, which—other than the signing certificate—have little in common with each other. In this particular case, the package name also indicates the use of this development framework, as 86.2% of Andromo apps follow the package name scheme (com.net.andromo.dev<dev_id>. app<app_id>). Using the same strategy of finding other highly-central certificate nodes, we find other popular app builders, who are collectively responsible for signing tens of thousands of apps (e.g., Seattle Cloud, Bizzness Apps or Mobincube sign over 7k, 3k and 1k apps respectively).

Our clustering approach reveals another app builder through the privacy policy associated with AppsGeyser [101], which is shared by 458 package names that otherwise share no other signal. We also find two privacy policy URLs that serve generic privacy policies related with products (mostly SDKs) intended to be used across different apps (i.e., Firebase [102] and MyAppTerms [103]), which are used by 226 and 390 package names, respectively.

One consequence of this practice is that customers are fully reliant on the app builder to provide updates for the app, as the initial signing certificate is required to do so. In addition, as we discuss in §7 certificates have use cases beyond enforcing update integrity. As a result, the app builders have full control over the declared and used permissions, and can automatically grant permissions across apps from different authors without user awareness. Note that in Android signature permissions are automatically granted to apps signed with the same certificate [104]. From an attribution standpoint, these certificates become meaningless to identify the author behind an app. This highlights the separation of roles that makes attribution and accountability extremely hard on Google Play. The company in charge of publishing—and, presumably, the one that should be accountable for potential privacy and security issues—is not the same as the one that has developed, or even signed, the app. In cases such as Andromo, the developing process of the app happens automatically. This leaves a gap between what is mandated by current legislation and market policies and the ecosystem of Google Play apps. Specifically, it is typically assumed that the developer is the same as the company publishing the app and thus the one liable for potential privacy and security violations.

Large organizations. The attribution graphs allows us to study the attribution signals of prominent tech companies. We select a curated list of developer names publishing popular apps with more than 1B installs. The large download count serves as the ground-truth for the legitimacy of these apps and developer accounts. For each developer name, we collect the number of unique signals used across apps published under the same name (i.e., account on Google Play) and measure how many other developer names use the same certificate as the main developer account to sign their apps. Table 6 shows the results of our analysis. Most of these organizations use multiple certificates to sign their apps with the exception of Snap, TikTok, WhatsApp, Instagram, and Skype. An extreme case is HP, which nearly has a separate certificate per published app. For Google, Samsung, WhatsApps and HP, we see that one or more alternative developer name has used one of the certificates to publish an app. Some of these names are related to the company, pointing to different units of the company releasing the app (e.g., “Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company” for HP). However, as Table 6 shows, most alternative names are unrelated to the original company (e.g., “Logmein, Inc” for Samsung). Conversely, both WhatsApp and Instagram are subsidiary companies of Facebook Inc., but do not share any cryptographic link with their parent company. A similar relationship holds for Microsoft and Skype. Note that all these cases refer to companies acquired and merged into a larger organization. Overall, these results paint a diverse picture of publication and development strategies across companies that can impede automatic attribution, even for software released by well-known companies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developer name</th>
<th># apps</th>
<th># emails</th>
<th># websites</th>
<th># certs</th>
<th>Other developer names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google LLC</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Google Fiber Inc.; The Infatuation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Logmein, Inc.; Maas360; Sidi; Teamviewer; Nsl Utilis; Sophos Limited; Barco Limited (Awind)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter, Inc.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snap Inc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok Pte. Ltd.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix, Inc.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhatsApp Inc.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Whatsapp LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP Inc.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company; Printeron Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Concluding Remarks

Our empirical results show that automatic author attribution in the Android ecosystem is a hard problem due to the lack of reliable attribution signals. The answers to the research questions highlight the roadblocks that hamper this attribution:

- Not only is developer contact information sporadically provided on markets, the markets that do provide it do not enforce the availability of this information. This problem is amplified by the fact that a non-negligible
fraction of apps change their market signals over time (RQ1).

- We identified frequent signal inconsistencies of apps within an individual app, across apps from a given developer profile, and across apps distributed on multiple markets (RQ2).

- The publication behavior of app development frameworks and larger companies results in the association of individual signals with multiple developers accounts, and vice versa (RQ3).

By introducing the novel concept of attribution graphs, we have demonstrated that the software developer or author is not always the same as the company accountable for the app in the Android ecosystem. The proliferation of app development frameworks like Andromo that build apps for other companies or individuals calls for a re-definition of roles and for a re-adjustment of how researchers should approach author attribution for different studies.

**Implications.** Imprecise app attribution has negative consequences for a number of research areas and applications as discussed in §3.1. Our results challenge the validity of the attribution methods previously used in the research literature, and it affects research efforts that attempt to conduct measurements and analyses of the app ecosystem, market dynamics, or automatic detection of deceptive actors and practices. The unavailability of reliable attribution signals forces the research community to rely on an best-effort combination of signals to improve upon attribution based on single ones. Using unique signatures to count unique developers undercount them as app-frameworks sign apps with the same certificate for different developers (See §7.2) [31], [35], [37]. However, using the developer name or website from the market might overcount entities such as large corporations that created multiple accounts with slightly different names or domains (§7.2) [3], [38], [105]. Our results also show that research efforts relying on signing certificates to perform cross-market attribution studies can render inaccurate results (§6.4) [20].

Imprecise attribution also damages transparency and accountability. For example, users may not be able to take an informed decision about whether to install a particular piece of software, or when exercising GDPR rights. It also makes responsible disclosures harder. Furthermore, inconsistencies across markets can lead users to install an app by mistake, only because it presents an ambiguous signal (e.g., the app name).

**Signing Certificates.** We found that the assumption that certificates can be used for attribution (§3.1) is flawed, as one author does not necessarily use a single certificate while a single certificate can be used to sign apps from different organizations. The adoption of Google’s signing delegation process by developers also reduces the value of signing certificates as attribution signals. The unreliability of the signing certificate has profound consequences for the platform security, as it has long been used as a proof of authorship in prior work and even for threat intelligence. The installation of two apps from different organizations signed with the same certificate also has privacy implications: Android automatically grants permissions requested by one app to the other app [33], [106]. Moreover, certificates are also used to link apps to websites [107], thus enabling the website to check for “their” installed apps [108] and even share credentials without direct consent [109]. These implications impact not only unaware end users, but also developers that choose to hand over the certificate signing to another entity.

**Recommendations.** Effectively tackling the lack of solid attribution signals requires profound platform and market policy changes. The unverified nature of self-signed certificates and market metadata must be replaced by a more robust and supervised system that can enforce the validity of the information embedded in them. Individual markets or the Android operating system can be made responsible for verifying certificates and market metadata, rejecting the publication or installation of apps with invalid or incomplete certificates. One could argue that a public key infrastructure in which the issuing certificate authorities are responsible for validating the information embedded in them, similar to the PKIs used by Apple for its appstore [16] or Microsoft with Windows [14], may be the solution but this approach also has its own drawbacks. Importantly, the open nature of the Android ecosystem should be preserved (e.g., free and automatic certificate issuance) and should allow for the current business practises of developer to remain in place (e.g., certificate reuse across publishing developers and multiple certificate use by developers). Showing certificate information on the market listing of an app would also expose potential inconsistencies to users. An alternative approach would be to rely on independent third-party verification parties for attribution, but we argue that this would simply shift responsibility from the market to third-party entities. In decentralized models like F-Droid, app developers have more control over the metadata and information they provide about their apps, which may be incomplete or inaccurate too. In this case, independent or community-based authorship certification approaches may contribute to enhance the accuracy and reliability of such attribution signals. Finally, our findings also have implications for large app repositories compiled for research purposes like AndroZoo which lack app metadata. As a result, researchers may not be able to reason about authorship when conducting large-scale measurements.

**Future work.** We believe that the generalizable concept of attribution graphs has applications beyond the Android ecosystem, including large-scale market analysis, study of developer trends and practices, and clone detection. Additionally, this concept could be augmented to include as well other signals such as legal information from privacy policies, or code signatures. In fact, current legislation [60] mandates that any software that collects and shares user-data to provide a comprehensive privacy policy that should include, among other information, data about the company behind the software [61]. Therefore, we argue that automatically parsing privacy policies can yield useful information for attribution purposes. However, this is a hard problem due to the limitations of current NLP approaches and the lack of developers’ transparency [87]–[89]. In a preliminary analysis, we find that only 59% and 12% of them have an email and a postal address, respectively. Similarly, other expensive code analysis methods such as UI inspection and code analysis could be used for extracting attribution data from consent forms [37]. The consideration of these aspects
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